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For Immediate Release

New Release of Maxthon Cloud Browser Introduces Cloud Sharing to Let People
Share Web Content via Maxthon Browsers
Enabling Web Content Pushing, Downloading and Syncing Across Multiple Devices, Maxthon
Cloud Browser now Extends to Friends’ Devices.
CES, Las Vegas, NV -- January 8, 2013 – Maxthon, a global software company that develops
state-of-the-art web browsers, today announced the addition of cloud sharing to its latest
release candidate of the Maxthon Cloud Browser, which launched in preview December 10,
2012. Maxthon’s Cloud Browser gives users a seamless web browsing experience across their
own multiple devices and platforms. The new release lets them share web content with their
friends through the Maxthon Cloud. Maxthon Cloud Browser, which works on Windows, Mac,
iOS and Android, is available to download at www.maxthon.com.
“Maxthon Cloud Browser has already gained tremendous popularity globally since its launch
last month. The introduction of cloud sharing in this new release adds an important dimension
to our concept of seamless browsing and represents another key step in our strategy of
integrating web services through the focal point of every Internet experience: the browser,” said
Jeff Chen, CEO of Maxthon.
Maxthon’s new Cloud Sharing gives users the ability to share content they find on the Web
quickly and easily by pushing the files directly to their friends’ Maxthon browser or via SMS.
Cloud sharing makes it easy for users to send selected text, images, maps, directions and
entire web pages to anyone using Maxthon Cloud Browsers or via SMS, in any country.
“This is a multi-device Web and the Maxthon Cloud Browser is addressing the need to connect
our web experiences in a way that no other browser is doing,” said Karl Mattson, GM of
Maxthon’s International Group. “Maxthon Cloud Browser has struck a resonant chord with our
global community, and together, we’re building on the promise of seamless browsing.”
About Maxthon Ltd.
Founded in 2005, Maxthon Ltd is a global software company that develops state-of-the-art web
browsers that regularly outperform other top browsers. Committed to high standards for
innovation, the Maxthon suite of browsers supports a wide range of devices from desktops to
mobile. Maxthon browsers are used each month by more than 100 million people in 140
countries around the globe. Maxthon has offices in San Francisco, Hong Kong and Beijing. For
more information about Maxthon, please visit www.maxthon.com.
###
EDITORS, PLEASE NOTE: To request an interview with a Maxthon spokesperson or to review
a demo of Maxthon Cloud Browser (Preview), please contact Tarah Beaven at 415.359.2306 /
tarah@landispr.com.

